
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of process executive.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for process executive

Leverage knowledge and experience to assist PEs in designing sourcing
events that will result in optimal outcomes
Develop training materials and deliver training to individuals for the ongoing
use of the sourcing and contract management applications
Develop standards and best practices for the overall sourcing process for the
utilization of the sourcing and contract management software platform
Effectively communicate information on products/services or trouble shoot
issues within the specified time frames as agreed upon with the Customer, in
a manner that is understandable by the end User/ customer
Claims management Claim registration through calls or emails related to
death claims, disability claims, surveyor document review, trasncription,
Investigation, Assignments, Fraud management, Legal documents, invoices,
Appeals,, Tax compliance,Statutory and Legal reporting requirements
Ensuring that information for new/existing policies or plans are recorded in
the system, makes Policy amendments as requested by Contract
Owner/participant , process claims
Collects information from the applicable Process owner(s) regarding
resolution status and other activities that may impact or have already
impacted Clients
Provide updates and submit reports related to own area of work through
email / chat / data validation &analysis
A Submit Events, including complaints regarding the quality of IT services
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hardware or software) and other inquiries regarding hardware, software and
IT services
B Submit orders for items within either the Service Catalog (eg, IMACs) or
other applicable mechanisms

Qualifications for process executive

2 updated resumes
Aadhar Card
Pan Card
Voter ID
PG mark sheet and Certificate
Offer letter/ Appointment letter from all the organizations (you have worked
with/ currently working)


